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Introduction
At the center of nearly every discussion over the inspiration of the New
Testament (NT) are references to the “originals,” or, to the “autographs” of
the scriptures. Arguments against the inspiration or inerrancy of the NT
often focus at the level of “autograph.” In his bestselling work Misquoting
Jesus, Bart Ehrman wrote that,
[R]ather than actually having the inspired words of the autographs (i.e., the originals) of the Bible, what we have are the error-ridden copies of the autographs.2
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As he explains in his book, Ehrman was addressing, head on, the Christian
doctrines of inspiration as he understood them and his personal inability to
reconcile these doctrines with the rich textual history of the Greek NT.3 His
criticism of divine inspiration focuses mainly on the “autographs” or “originals” because the commonly understood evangelical doctrine of scripture
place God’s act of inspiration upon the “autographs” of the NT (however
one defines this) and not upon any one manuscript or manuscript tradition.4
These multivalent terms used to describe inspiration or to formulate these
doctrines often lead to a lack of clarity, or a misrepresentation concerning
the divine origin of the scriptures. Bart Ehrman is a well-known example
of how this misunderstanding can lead to the abandonment of a high view
of scripture altogether.5
This article narrows in on a specific area of confusion as it pertains to the
doctrines of inspiration and the preservation of the NT; the multivalent
term “autograph” in doctrinal and faith statements and the reasons for using
this nebulous descriptor. Next, the concept of an “autograph” is analyzed
with regard to a few key scriptural passages that speak to inspiration.
Then, the term “autograph” is defined within the context of composition
and circulation practices at work in the Greco-Roman milieu. Finally, this
definition of “autograph” is oriented with reference to the practice of NT
textual criticism.
Statements of Faith
Though many books and articles have been written that clearly articulate
the doctrines of the inspiration and the preservation of the scriptures, many
evangelical Christians first encounter these teachings as they are encapsulated in the confessional statements of their Churches, schools, seminaries,
and other Christian organizations.6 Following are a few examples of typical
evangelical doctrinal statements to illustrate the theme of focusing the inspiration event on the “autographs” of scripture.
Moody Bible Institute. Ehrman attended Moody in 1973 and some of his
foundation in Evangelical doctrines may have originated from this time.7 It
is likely that he had Moody Bible Institute’s understanding of inspiration
in mind when he wrote Misquoting Jesus. It is appropriate, then, to examine
their doctrinal statement concerning inspiration.
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Article II. The Bible, including both the Old and the New Testaments, is a divine
revelation, the original autographs of which were verbally inspired.8

There is an accompanying clarifying note for Article II which dates to 1928.
The Bible is without error in all it affirms in the original autographs and is the only
authoritative guide for faith and practice and as such must not be supplanted by
any other fields of human learning.9

For the term “original autographs,” it appears that both a physical medium
along with the wording or text is in view. In Moody’s, and in the following
doctrinal statements, the terms “autograph” or “original” (or a combination
of the two) are often used synonymously in these formulations.
Phoenix Seminary. Because the Sacred Words conference was hosted by
the Text and Canon Institute of Phoenix Seminary, it is fitting to look into
their doctrinal stance on inspiration as well.
We believe the 66 books of the Old and New Testament are the authoritative Word
of God based on an inspired text without error in the autographs. “Autograph”
is a theological term referring to the original Hebrew, Aramaic and Greek manuscripts of
Scripture.10

The phrasing might cause some confusion for readers as the choice of
words seem to imply that any of the ancient manuscripts in existence today
that contain the Old Testament (OT) in Hebrew or the NT in Greek are
uniquely inspired and inerrant. Though this is most likely not the intended
message, the ambiguity in the multivalent word “autograph” defined as a
“theological term” describing a physical artefact might be misleading as to
what doctrinal information the phrase is intending to convey.
Chicago Statement on Biblical Inerrancy. An internecine debate exploded
in the American evangelical community in the 1970s over the inerrancy
of the scriptures which resulted in a series of meetings held in Chicago in
1978 by the International Council on Biblical Inerrancy. These culminated
in the formulation of The Chicago Statement on Biblical Inerrancy (CSBI).11
Though many saw the statement as killing inerrancy “with the death of a
thousand qualifications,” it can still be a useful tool in its detailed explanation
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of inspiration and inerrancy.12 The CSBI often serves as a standard for doctrinal statements on inspiration and inerrancy for Evangelical institutions.13
Article X. We affirm that inspiration, strictly speaking, applies only to the autographic text
of Scripture, which in the providence of God can be ascertained from available
manuscripts with great accuracy. We further affirm that copies and translations
of Scripture are the Word of God to the extent that they faithfully represent
the original.14

The words “autographic text of scripture” are further explained later in
the CSBI as the “autographic text of the original documents.”15 It appears
that a physical object and its wording are being conveyed as embodying the
inspired and inerrant words. Though it is not stated explicitly, it is implied that
the preservation of the text or wording of the “autographs” is not dependent
upon the preservation of these material artefacts.
Though many more doctrinal statements could be studied in detail, these
few are broadly representative of evangelical institutions and Churches
throughout North America. A unifying feature of these statements is that
they focus the act of divine inspiration on the “autographs,” a term which is
often left undefined or only vaguely defined as a now lost physical medium
and its wording.
Why the focus on the Autographs?
The reason for this doctrinal focus on the “autograph” becomes apparent
in light of a few key scriptural passages that speak to inspiration. There are
several types of revelatory and inspirational events testified in the NT writings
which fall broadly under the following categories.
Direct revelation in which the author was divinely commanded to write
down specific words either through a vision, dream, or theophany. Much of
the book of Revelation falls into this category (Rev 1:9-11).16
Divine revelation that was given through the inspiration of the Spirit on
the writers that set down historical events in the Gospels and Acts. These
authors made selections concerning certain events, teachings, and miracles
from a much larger story that occurred in the distant or more recent past
(Luke 1:1-4, John 14:26, 20:30-31).17
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Though the epistles were occasional compositions, writings that addressed
a specific need, controversy, or other concern, these were divinely inspired
words that are formative for the Christian faith.18 Within these epistles,
different methods of composition were employed such as scribes (Rom
16:22), or co-authors (1 Cor 1:1, 2 Cor 1:1, Philippians 1:1, Col 1:1).19
It is important, then, to revisit a few select scriptures that inform our
doctrine of inspiration in order to better orient the term “autograph” within
the context of these doctrinal statements.
2 Peter 1:12-15, 20-21:
Therefore I intend always to remind you of these qualities, though you know
them and are established in the truth that you have. I think it right, as long as I
am in this body, to stir you up by way of reminder, since I know that the putting
off of my body will be soon, as our Lord Jesus Christ made clear to me. And I
will make every effort so that after my departure you may be able at any time to
recall these things. (ESV)
… knowing this first of all, that no prophecy of Scripture comes from someone’s
own interpretation. For no prophecy was ever produced by the will of man,
but men spoke from God as they were carried along by the Holy Spirit. (ESV)

In these verses Peter, who was nearing the end of his life, was communicating his intent to set down the knowledge of Christ (discussed in vv. 1-11)
so that this knowledge may be referenced and studied by his readers.20 This
is an obvious allusion to writing something down in order to give it permanence. A few verses later (vv. 20-21) Peter referred to men being carried
along by the Holy Spirit to speak the words of God. This describes a process
that occurred at a specific time and place in which unique words from God
were spoken. Notice the process involved two agents; men who spoke, and
God, through the Holy Spirit, who moved them. Spoken words are in view
here, yet written words are not excluded, especially if Peter was including
his earlier promise to set down his teaching in writing for them to recall
(1:12-15). These verses occur directly after Peter mentions his eyewitness
testimony to the transfiguration (1:16-18). This testimony he couples with
the “firm word of prophecy” which appears to include his own experience
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of observing the transfiguration (v. 19).21 If so, then 1:20-21 also applies to
the apostolic testimony of Peter concerning his eyewitness account of Jesus’s
ministry and not just to the Old Testament prophetic word.
2 Timothy 3:16-17:
All Scripture is breathed out by God and profitable for teaching, for reproof,
for correction, and for training in righteousness, that the man of God may be
complete, equipped for every good work. (ESV)

Paul uses language reminiscent of the creation account in Genesis, the
scriptures are enlivened by God breathing them out.22 This describes a
process that occurred during the originating moment of the scriptures, an
event limited to particular texts and words. Writings are clearly in view here
because the reference is to writings (γραφη).23 Because only certain writings
were God breathed, this necessitates an event limited in scope and content
with definitive contours. Paul doesn’t explicitly declare which writings were
scripture, the assumption is that Timothy will know. Though God is the only
agent mentioned, human agency is implied. The men who wrote scripture
and God who breathed life into these writings.
Luke 1:1-4:
Inasmuch as many have undertaken to compile a narrative of the things that
have been accomplished among us, just as those who from the beginning were
eyewitnesses and ministers of the word have delivered them to us, it seemed
good to me also, having followed all things closely for some time past, to write an
orderly account for you, most excellent Theophilus, that you may have certainty
concerning the things you have been taught. (ESV)

The preface to Luke’s Gospel is a glimpse into the physician’s composition practices. He tells us that some predecessors had already set down an
account and Luke was continuing in this practice by giving his own ordered
composition of the tradition handed down by the “eyewitnesses and ministers
of the word.”24 This process that Luke describes necessitates editing at some
level, ordering the eyewitness accounts, weaving in scriptural quotations,
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and selecting from a larger corpus of Jesus’s parables (Gospel of Thomas
Saying 22; John 20:30-31) using the composition tools and practices of his
Greco-Roman milieu.25
John 20:30-31:
Now Jesus did many other signs in the presence of the disciples, which are not
written in this book; but these are written so that you may believe that Jesus is the
Christ, the Son of God, and that by believing you may have life in his name. (ESV)

When composing his Gospel, John made selections from a larger body
of Jesus’s teachings and miracles that he did not include in his crafting of
events.26 Certain parables, stories, and events in Jesus’s life were selected
and arranged by John so his readers might believe that Jesus was truly the
Messiah. Not unlike what Luke describes, this clearly testifies to an editing
process by John in formulating his Gospel account.27
Despite the testimony of scripture reviewed above, it seems that many
Evangelicals have a concept of divine inspiration that conforms to a simplistic
version of direct revelation that does not take into account the myriad ways
God moved men to write his inspired words using the tools and methods
available to them. For example, Bart Ehrman seems to have accepted this
type of overly simplistic doctrine of inspiration in his evangelical youth
that emphasized the divine aspects at the exclusion of the human elements.
Because much later, his scholarship forced him to notice the human elements
of NT authorship which then necessitated the exclusion of a divine origin
for the scriptures. This then paved the way for his de-conversion.28
In order to avoid a similar one-dimensional view, our understanding of
divine inspiration must incorporate both the testimony of scripture that
speaks to its divine origins and the human elements of Greco-Roman composition and epistolary practices that are evident in the NT writings.
The scriptures testify to a superintending process of divine inspiration
that is verbal (it is text based), plenary (it extends to all of the words), and
confluent (divine inspiration through the personal agency of man).29 Though
the exact nature of this process remains a mystery, the scriptures that speak to
divine inspiration point back to an originating moment of composition from
which the succeeding manuscript tradition descended. Doctrinal statements
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have often labelled this moment as the “autograph” or the “original” or some
other similar designator.30
Another reason that doctrinal statements limit inspiration to an originating moment (i.e., “autograph”) is because of the many textual additions,
corruptions, and mistakes present within the manuscript tradition. Much of
this was due to simple human error and the fact that there was no centralized
ecclesiastical or state sanctioned authority with the power to safeguard or
guarantee the transmission of the biblical text. Already, during the apostolic
era, doctrinal corruptions and power-struggles are evident in the NT epistles.
Outside of their teaching influence, the apostles were mostly powerless to
stop these false teachers who twisted the apostolic witness. They would be
similarly powerless against any textual corruptions as well. Following are
select examples illustrating this phenomena.
2 Thessalonians 2:1-2:
Now concerning the coming of our Lord Jesus Christ and our being gathered
together to him, we ask you, brothers, not to be quickly shaken in mind or
alarmed, either by a spirit or a spoken word, or a letter seeming to be from us,
to the effect that the day of the Lord has come.

Here Paul mentions that the Thessalonian Church had apparently already
received a letter falsely attributed to himself.31 This pseudo-epistle gave
them a false theology regarding the day of the Lord. Paul was writing to the
Church not a short time after he was forced to leave by a mob organized by
non-believing Jewish leaders. In a short period of time he had to contend
with those who would plant seeds of corrupt teaching in his name.32 The
only defense Paul had against this was to warn the Thessalonians.
2 Peter 3:15-16:
And count the patience of our Lord as salvation, just as our beloved brother
Paul also wrote to you according to the wisdom given him, as he does in all his
letters when he speaks in them of these matters. There are some things in them
that are hard to understand, which the ignorant and unstable twist to their own
destruction, as they do the other Scriptures.
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Peter mentions in passing, not only a distinctive letter collection of Paul,
but also that there were those who were twisting the teaching contained in
them.33 Peter’s only defense against this was to warn his readers that this was
occurring and to be wary of it.
Besides the doctrinal twisting of the apostolic message as reviewed above,
there is early evidence that the New Testament writings were being textually
altered and corrupted as well. This occurred both intentionally and unintentionally, though it is nearly impossible for the modern scholar to discern
the initial source or motivation behind most variants. Following are a few
examples of textual corruption from the period not long after the apostles.
Irenaeus 5.30.1, Revelation 13.18.
Near the end of the second century (ca. 180 AD) the Church leader Irenaeus
of Lugdunum, Gaul, discussed a textual variation in the book of Revelation
with regard to the mark of the Beast.34 Irenaeus noted in his Against Heresies
that some manuscripts read 616 rather than the more familiar 666 for the
mark of the beast. He preferred the better known number of 666, however, for
the “most approved and ancient manuscripts” as well as Johannine tradition,
supported this as the authorial reading (Haer. 5.30.1).35
Irenaeus 3.10.5, Mark 16:19.
Irenaeus quoted from Mark 16:19 indicating that though some early sources
did not contain the longer ending of Mark, the longer ending was present in
at least some manuscripts at the end of the second century (Haer. 3.10.5).36
The mention of a variant reading in the manuscripts of Revelation reveals
that within 100 years of Revelation being written there were already some
corruptions of the textual tradition significant enough to affect meaning.
In reference to the ending of Mark, Irenaeus evinced an early text with the
longer ending (Mark 16:9-20). Yet by the fourth century, this longer ending
was absent from our two earliest witnesses for the text of Mark, Vaticanus
and Sinaiticus, and Jerome mentions that the long ending was absent from
all the Greek codices in his day.37 Thus, the ending of Mark also demonstrates
an element of fairly large scale variation in this gospel at an early date. Doctrinal statements, then, must account for this early textual corruption in the
manuscript tradition and should not consider any physical manuscript or
tradition as especially divinely inspired.38
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What is an autograph?
Therefore, in light of composition practices and the errors introduced into
the text early on during transmission, it is both historically and doctrinally
appropriate to place the definitive accomplishment of divine inspiration on
an originating moment: the period closest to the time of composition yet
after the document had been completed by the author. Doctrinal statements
refer to this document, at this moment, as the “autograph.”39 Because of its
multivalent meaning, it is important that the term “autograph” be properly
understood and its meaning unpacked.
According to Webster’s Dictionary, the meaning of the term “autograph”
is defined straightforwardly as “something written or made with one’s own
hand.”40 As Peter Williams has articulated, terms such as “original” or “autograph” have multivalent meanings that can include notes, draft copies, and
un-sent letters and other written material as well as completed works and
would even include post-publication authorial changes.41 It can mean a
physical object and the text it contains. “Autograph’ can also simply mean
the wording of the autograph.42
In order to illustrate that, at the level of “autograph,” the text can be quite
fluid, here are two examples of authorial copies of literary compositions.
Paleographically dated to the third century AD, P.Oxy 7.1015 is a well preserved writing that praises a young local gymnasiarch.43 It shows signs of
authorial alterations with interlinear corrections and erasures.44
Also dated paleographically to the third century AD, P.Köln 6.245 is the
remains of a larger book roll that retells the Homeric epic.45 The fragment
has interlinear corrections, and extensive rewritings.46
These papyri reveal that there was textual fluidity at the authorial level
before a writings was completed. Thus, the term “autograph” is not very
helpful in describing the multifaceted aspects of divine inspiration and the
composition of the NT writings, because at every phase of the draft stages,
the document(s) would technically be “autographs.” Yet this is clearly not
what is meant by “autograph” in doctrinal statements. Any definition of the
original text, or “autograph,” must take these aspects into consideration.
In order to better understand the Greco-Roman milieu in which the NT
writings emerged the discussion will now turn to a brief overview of ancient
composition and publication practices.
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Ancient Authorship and Publication
The composition process, whether of personal letters or a larger literary work,
often involved scribes who wrote on behalf of an author. This is evident in both
Greco-Roman and Christian sources. Romans 16:22 states that “I Tertius,
who wrote this letter, greet you” (ESV). This is implied in Paul’s statements
at the end of many of his epistles, where he indicates that he is writing in
his own hand (1 Cor 16:21; Gal 6:11; Col 4:18; Philemon 19).47 Cicero, a
first century BC Roman statesman, and his secretary Tiro, provide several
examples of Tiro suggesting editorial changes in the writings of Cicero (Fam.
16.4; 16.17) along with simply copying dictation.48 Though a secretary or
scribe was used, this did not remove responsibility of authorship from the
originator of the work.49
Of course, the composition process, especially of history, biography, and
technical or scientific writing, involved significant research by the author, a
selection process by which a body of knowledge or a larger story was edited
down. Loveday Alexander considered that the preface to Luke’s Gospel
(Luke 1:1-4) finds its closest parallels in the prefaces of “scientific,” that is,
“technical” works.50 Alexander notes that a common characteristic of these
works is that they are “the distillation of the teaching of a school or a craft
tradition as it was passed down from one generation to another.”51 Luke
1:1-4, along with John 20:30-31; 21:25, evinces this type of process for the
Gospels. The integration of composite quotations of OT texts by the Gospel
authors reveals a studied knowledge of the Prophets to produce a Midrash
of messianic prophecies.52 As Larry Hurtado has argued, religious “experiences,” such as visions from the risen Jesus and other prophetic revelations,
led to new insight into OT passages and “inspired exegesis.”53 During the
stages of notation, study, and editing, these unfinished versions would fall
into the realm of “autograph.” Yet, because the work was in the draft phases
of composition, the divine inspirational event would not yet be complete.
Publication
During the first century, books (whether the roll or the codex) were made
entirely by hand, there was no printing press or the mass production, marketing and distribution of books.54 No copyright existed and books could
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be copied out in their entirety with no legal ramifications or remuneration
to the author. The distribution or “publication” of a book occurred through
both commercial and private social networks. This phenomena can be briefly
illustrated by a few sparse references to contemporary figures.
Writing to the historian Suetonius in the beginning of the second century
AD, Pliny the Younger urged him to publish his work, declaring that he
wanted to hear that his friend’s books were “being copied out, sold and read”
(Ep. 5.10).55 Pliny revealed here the three broad avenues of “publication”
available to his contemporaries; through copying for personal use; through
commercial book sellers; and through the reading out of a work in a public
setting. Both the private and more commercial aspects of book production can
be seen in the following letters from antiquity, P.Oxy 2192, and P.Petaus 30.
Paleographically dated to the second century AD, P.Oxy 18. 2192 is a letter
in which the main body of text is no longer preserved but two postscripts
are still readable.56 The first postscript is written by the sender of the letter
and requests the recipient to have copies made of a series of books (presumably from the collection of the recipient) and then to send these copies
back to the sender of the letter. The second postscript appears to be written
by the recipient and responds that “Demetrius the bookseller” has some of
the desired volumes. The recipient also makes a request asking that, if the
sender has any volumes of “Seleucus’s work,” to make copies and send them
in return. The recipient also briefly makes reference to another community
of readers, “Diodorus’s circle,” that also might have a few desirable books
from which to make copies.57
P.Petaus 30 is a letter written on papyrus, dated paleographically to the
second century AD, that a certain Julius Placidus sent to his father concerning a bookseller named Dius who traveled to Placidus’s location.58 Here he
mentions being shown parchment codices, of which he did not purchase but
did collate his manuscripts against, for the cost of 100 drachmas.59
Similar avenues of copying and distribution can be seen in the Christian
community as well; Colossians 4:16 “And when this letter has been read
among you, have it also read in the church of the Laodiceans; and see that
you also read the letter from Laodicea”; 1 Thessalonian 5:27, “have this letter
read to all the brothers”; 1 Timothy 4:13, “devote yourself to the public
reading of Scripture.”60 Much like the avenues mentioned by Pliny above,
these passages indicate that Paul’s letters were distributed through copying
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and also through reading out in the Church worship gathering.
In the second century, this same process continued, as revealed by Polycarp
(ca. 115 AD) in his letter to the Philippians 13.1-2, “We are sending to you
the letters of Ignatius that were sent to us by him together with any others
that we have in our possession.”61 Much like the letters of Paul in Colossian
4:16, Polycarp was copying and distributing the letters of Ignatius to the
Philippian Church. Not long after the time of Polycarp, The Shepherd of
Hermas, Vision 2.4, reveals that Christians disseminated their works by
copying them and by reading them out to the congregations; “Therefore
you will write two little books, and you will send one to Clement and one
to Grapte. Then Clement will send it to the cities abroad.”
Though later than the period under discussion, the following papyrus
fragment illustrates that books were being requested and copied within
Christian circles in a similar manner as evidenced by P.Oxy 18.2192. The
fourth century AD letter preserved in P.Oxy 63.4365, reads, “To my dearest
lady sister, greetings in the Lord. Lend the Ezra, since I lent you the little
Genesis. Farewell in God from us.”62 Though a simple statement, it indicates
that Christians were lending and borrowing books amongst themselves
and presumably making copies for themselves from these borrowed books.
Accidental Publication
Authors attempted to maintain control over the writing process and only
released their composition once the work was completed. Sometimes, however, books were circulated prematurely before the author completed the draft
and re-writing stages. Pliny the Younger wrote to his friend Octavius warning
him that some of his poems had been circulating without his knowledge or
consent (Ep. 2.10). Cicero bitterly protested to his friend Atticus who had
prematurely given away a book to a friend before Cicero was finished editing
it (Att. 3.12). These authors complained about the untimely releasing of their
work because once these writings began to circulate, the authors lost control
of the composition process and could no longer edit or polish their writing.
Recently, Mathew Larsen has latched onto this phenomena of the “accidental
publication” of a work and has argued that many texts, such as the Christian
Gospels, were not meant to be finished or completed.63 Working against this
thesis, however, are the previously mentioned authors Cicero and Pliny the
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Younger. They reveal that additions or deletions and plagiarisms of their prematurely released writings was not acceptable and these were considered textual
corruptions and theft by the authors and the communities that circulated these
writings. These authors reveal that, whether intentional or unintentional, once
a writing began to circulate, the composition was, for all intents and purposes,
finished. I have given a more thorough treatment of this issue elsewhere.64
Definition of Autograph in Doctrinal Statements
The autographic papyri mentioned above (P.Oxy 7.1015, P.Köln 6.245) reveal
that, at the level of “autograph,” the text can be quite fluid. The difficulty in
the case of the examples given is that it is impossible to know for sure the
completed form of these two compositions. This uncertainty would change
if a copy of these writings were known to have been circulated. Even if a
manuscript was inadvertently released before the author was satisfied with its
form, the work would, in all practicality, be completed, for the author would
lose any control over the fate of the document at that point. Working against
the views of Larsen, the instant at which a manuscript was released beyond
the immediate control of the author, whether accidentally or intentionally,
effectively ended the composition stages of writing.
In light of this, the NT writings can be said to be “completed” once they
were released by the authors and began to circulate as definitive works. These
documents were no longer under the control of their authors and would have
circulated as distinct writings. Therefore, in reference to the NT, the “autograph,” as often discussed by apologists, theologians, and doctrinal statements,
should be defined as the text of the completed authorial work the moment in
which it was released by the author for circulation and copying, not earlier draft
versions or layers of composition.65 This working definition better accounts
for the multifaceted process of divine inspiration, whether through direct
revelation, “inspired exegesis,” midrash, or the investigation of eyewitness
and written sources, the composition process of which was superintended
by the Holy Spirit. When the writing was released, and began to be copied
and circulated, the inspiration event was effectively over.
It is necessary to briefly unpack these ideas further. Certainly, the physical properties of the autograph (whether papyrus, parchment, wax or
wooden tablet, etc.) helped to shape the text, however, it is the text—the
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wording—that was inspired, not the physical medium of the material autograph.66 Passages in the scriptures, such as Colossians 4:16, 1 Thessalonian
5:27, and 1 Timothy 4:13, imply a copying and distributing process. For
Paul, addressing these congregations, it was imperative that the recipients
received the text of the epistle, not the original physical material autograph
penned by the sender of the letter.
This same mentality can be said of the previously mentioned references
as well. When Polycarp wrote to the Philippian church (13.1-2), he was
concerned that they received copies, that is, the text, of Ignatius’s letters,
not the physical papyrus that Ignatius had sent to the various Churches.
This can be clearly seen in The Shepherd of Hermes, Vision 2.4. Copies of
the vision Hermas had received, and had written in “two little books,” was
considered the same work as the original physical autograph written down
on papyrus or parchment.
Books and writings were requested, borrowed, lent, and transcribed. As
long as these manuscripts were quality transcriptions then these same books
were considered to be in the possession of the one who had these copies. Each
of the above examples reveal that different physical copies of texts were considered the same text; it’s the wording that the author wrote that mattered.67
Inspiration, the Autograph, and Textual Criticism
It would beneficial to examine the ways in which this new understanding of
inspiration and the term “autograph” meshes with the practice and purpose
of NT textual criticism. The science of textual criticism attempts to trace
the history of textual transmission from author to the present day. David C.
Parker defined the practice of NT textual criticism as “the analysis of variant
readings in order to determine in what sequence they arose.”68 Of course, in
order to understand “in what sequence [the variants] arose,” one must also
determine the originating text, that is, the text that gave rise to the tradition,
the authorial text. In light of this, Michael W. Holmes wrote,
“Something got sent” (in the case of a letter), or something was released for
copying (in the case of other genres), and it is the wording of that “something,”
in the form(s) in which it was sent off or released, that is a reasonable and legitimate goal of text-critical research and investigation.69
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As Holmes notes above, it is the wording of the text as it was released and
circulated that gave rise to the succeeding manuscript tradition. As soon
as these writings were copied, errors crept into the text (as we saw already
with Irenaeus and Revelation) and, within the lifetime of the apostles, the
teaching of these writings were being twisted and corrupted (note Peter’s
statement, in 2 Peter 3:15-16, that there are those who are twisting Paul’s
teaching contained in his letters). One of the goals for textual critics is to
work through the extant manuscript tradition in order to recover or confirm
the wording of the “authorial text” of the NT writings. Contrary to Ehrman’s
conclusions quoted at the beginning, though we may not always be able to
discern between authorial text and scribal additions, we can be mostly certain that what we have today contains the inspired text of the autographs.70
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